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UNCERTAINTY ASSESSMENT FOR ACCELERATOR-DRIVEN SYSTEMS
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9700 S. Cass Avenue, Bldg, 208
Argonne, IL 60439
630-252-2858

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The concept of a subcritical system &lven by an
external source of neutrons provided by an accelerator ADS
(Accelerator Driver System) has been recently revived and
is becoming more popular in the world technical community
with active programs in Europe, Russia, Japan, and the U.S.
A general consensus has been reached in adopting for the
subcritical component a fast spectrum liquid metal cooled
conllguration. Both a lead-bismuth eutectic, sodium and
gas are being considered as a coolanc each has advantages
and disadvantages. The major expected advantage is that
subcriticality avoids reactivity induced transients. The
potentially large subcnticality margin also should allow for
the introduction of very significant quantities of waste
products (minor Actinides and Fission Products) which
negatively impact the safety characteristics of standard
cores. In the U.S.A. these arguments are the basis for the
development of the Accelerator Transmutation of Waste
(ATW)’, which has significant potential in reducing nuclear
waste levels.

Up to now, neutronic calculations have not attached
uncertainties on the values of the main nuclear integral
parameters that characterize the system. Many of these
parameters (e.g., degree of subcriticality) are crucial to
demonstrate the validity and feasibility of this concept. In
this paper we will consider uncertainties related to nuclear
data only. The present knowledge of the cross sections of
many isotopes that are not usually utilized in existing
reactors (like Bi, Pb-207, Pb-208, and also Minor Actinides
and Fission Products) suggests that uncertainties in the
integral parameters will be significantly larger than for
conventional reactor systems, and this raises concerns on
the neutronic performance of those systems.
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As an example, the multiplication factor in many
designs of subcritical systems are envisioned to be around
0.98 because of the need to massively multiply the
spallation source. If uncertainties on cross section lead to
a significant variation of this value a modification in the
planned core layout or additional margin in the acceleration
size will be required.

Predictions of reactivity variations during operation are
also crucial and significant uncertainty on this value is
expected for the AT’W, which can create problems on fuel
inventory, safety issues, control requirements, and
accelerator dimensioning.

The power distribution in such a system is quite
different from that in the standard reactor situation because
of the presence of the external source that tends to peak the
power toward the source region. A partial flattening is
obtained through inward shuffling of irmdated fuel and the
use of lead, which also serves as a reflector.

The objectives of this paper are 1) to assess the effect
of nuclear data uncertainties on the ADS performance and
2) to define the major contributors to these uncertainties.

2.0 THEORY

In order to obtain uncertainties on ADS, first
sensitivities coefficients for each integral parameter of
interest have to be evaluated. Classical perturbation theory,
generalized perturbation theory (GPT), and equivalent
generalized perturbation theory (EGPT)2 have been used.
We start from the homogeneous, direct and adjoint
equations, and the inhomogeneous forward equation:
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Aq, = Fq~ + S (3)

where S is the external source coming from the spallation
process, A is the Boltzmann operator, F is the production
operator, and Kefl is the multiplication factor of the system.

The following equations are used to calculate the sensitivity
coefficient for each type of integrrd parameter:

● Homogeneous subcriticrdity level

In this case, the classical perturbation theory is applied.
Making use of the direct and adjoint flux:

*= <(p*, Sa(p>

i%
(4)

<(p”, F(p>

Here p is the reactivity and the <> brackets stand for
integration over all phases (space, angle, and energy).

● Inhomogeneous subcriticality level p,

First, the inhomogeneous multiplication
defined as:

CF (p.>
Ks=—eff

CA (p,>

factorK~fi is

(5)

Then, the inhomogeneous subcritiality level is:

-@q),> - GA@,>P,=l-L=
K’ .d%p,> (6)

eff

If we use GPT for calculating the importance function for
this parameter, evaluating a source term for the operator A
could be quite complicated due to the presence of the
leakage term. A more suitable form can be obtained by
replacing the numerator of Eq. (6) by the balance of Eq. (3):

<s>p,=-
<F(p, > (7)

The generalized importance V*related to this parameter is
calculated by solving the following equation.

A’yJ* =F*v* -
S (r, E)

(p,(r, E)e S>

(8)
z (r, E) [VZf (0 V, (r)]

+
q’ (r,E) e Fq, >

where [] stand for integration over energy, S (r, E) and q (r,
E) are the source and scalar flux at point r and energy E of
Eq. (3) and x and v~~are respectively the fission spectrum
and production cross section.

The indirect effect sensitivity coefficient will be calculated
as:

(9)

To thk direct effect for each individual isotope i have to be
added:

6p, p,<avz; $’>
—=
60

(lo)
<FqS>

● Max DPA (Displacement Per Atom) in the core region

Thk is a functional linear in the flux. GPT is used, and
the adjoint importance satisfies the following equation:

A“yI*=F* Y*+
s“ (E)

< &’pA(p,>
(11)

where &p* is zero everywhere and equal to the DPA cross
section at the location of the core where the maximum DPA
occurs. Sensitivity coefficients are calculate as:

● Power peak in the core region

Again GPT is used and the
importance is calculated by solving:

NYJ*=F* v*+
P-

<P how 9s’

(p, > (12)

adjoint generalized

P—
< P (p’>

(13)

where P is the power conversion cross section at every point
and energy of the core and PMmis different from zeroat the
location where power peak occurs. Eq. (12) is used to
calculate sensitivity coefficients.

● Reactivity coefficients ~p,

This is the case for the reactivity variation due to the
loss of coolant in the core region, or he bum-up reactivity
swing. EGPT is used. Real and adjoint fluxes of the



reference and perturbed configuration are used to evaluate
both direct and indirect effects.

● Source importance factor @*

The source importance factor is defined as3:

0“=1=
Jdr [q”, s]

/

dr [V*XJ[~f 9,1 (14)
—.
x <s> <Zf (p,>

This is a bilinear functional and it requires the
calculation of the real and adjoint generalized importances,
that satisfy the following equations:

S(r, E)Av=FyI +--
x (r, E) [~~,(r)l (15)

<s ql*> -*
x

Xf (p, (r,E)
X v*= F* y“ +

<Zf(p, >

[z(r) q(r)”] ~~ (r,Q
(16)

-*
x

Sensitivity coefficients are calculated as:

am
— =<ly”, fic(p, > +<q*,60yr>
60

(17)

3. CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS

We have considered as a target of the uncertainty
analysis an ATW type of ADS system. The R-Z model used
for calculations is shown in Fig. 1. The model describes a
2000 MWth Pb-Bi cooled system with three equivolume
fuel zones over an height of 2 meters. The material
composition for the fuel regions is a homogeneous mixture
of fuel, Pb-Bi coolant and structure material (stainless
steel); the volume fractions of fuel (Pu dominated with
significant amount of Minor Actinides), coolant and
structure are 25.7Y0, 59.3910and 1590, respectively. The
metal alloy fuel is composed of 70% of zirconium, 2570.
TRU and 590 of TCWby weight. A buffer zone is used to
diffuse the spallation neutrons.

The LCS4 system was used to evaluate the neutron
spallation source. Source values under the threshold energy
of 20 MeV were stored and provided for the neutronic
calculations. For these calculations JEF2.2 files and the
ECCOScell code were used to generate the multigroup cross
sections. The 33 energy group structure of the ECCO code
were adopted. The ERANOSS code system, and in
particular the S. transport module BISTRO’, was used to

calculate neutron fluxes, importances, sensitivity
coefficients and uncertainty values. Table I summarizes the
calculated values of the main integral parameters of interest
that were considered for the uncertainty analysis. For sake
of comparison, we have provided in the same table some of
the values obtained for the corresponding homogeneous
system (i.e., absence of the external source). The dispersion
matrix used in the uncertainty analysis was constructed by
applying the cross section variances shown in Table II for
a selected number of isotopes and type of cross sections and
complete correlation for each individual isotope and cross
section type over the 6 energy range structure shown in
Table III. The main results of the uncertainty analysis are
reported in Tables IV through X. Uncertainties are
statistically propagated; that means that sums are obtained
by the square root of the sum of the squared valued. Totals
in the last line include contributions from all isotopes of
Table II.

The results are summarized as follows:

● Subcriticality Level

Results are shown in Table IV and V for the
inhornogeneous and the homogeneous reactivity level. They
look almost identical. This was expected because the two
reference & values do not differ too much (see Table I).
Total uncertainty is of tie order of 2.3% in reactivity and is
about a factor 2 larger than values found in similar studies,*
10for large size fast or thermal reactors. The increase in the
uncertainty is attributed to the Pb and Bi data and to the
different isotopics of the transuranics element. TCWalso
contributes a nonnegligible amount. The (n, 2n) cross
section data uncertainty does not seem to play an important
role.

. Power Peak

Results are shown in Table VI. The total uncertainty
(-7%) is more than the double of the one used for a large
size fast reactor

● Max DPA in core

Results are shown in Table VII. A very large
uncertainty has been found for tlis parameter (-44’%0). Part
of this large value is related to the uncertainty on the flux
level via the sensitivity on&& The main contribution are
coming from the fissile Pu isotopes and the coolant
isotopes.

● Source importance factor @*

From Table VIII we can observe that a very low
uncertainty (-1 .7~o) exists for this parameter. This



indicates that ~“ has very low sensitivity to basic data, and
the main dependence will come from the spallation source
spatial distribution. Neutrons, after one mean free path
“loose memory” of their origin and become assimilate to the
standard fission neutrons. This is a consequence of the
specific design adopted for this study, changing the
thickness of the buffer will certainly have an impact on the
uncertainty values for the source importance factor.

● Reactivity variation due to loss of coolant in the fuel
regions

A large uncertainty (-220%) can be observed in Table
IX for this parameter. This is due to the relative small
reference value (see Table I) and the large sensitivity to Pb
and Bi data that conrnbutes to the total uncertainty also
through direct effect on this parameter.

. Reactivity loss through fuel cycle

Only about 3% of relative variation of this parameter (i.e.,
0.3% of absolute reactivity when using the -10% reactivity
variation of Table I) has been calculated (see Table X).
This is mainly due to the fairly large reference value, that,
consequently, results quite insensitive to cross section data.
Also BOC and EOC && are presumably very correlated.
We must specify that we have not included in our
calculation the uncertainty on isotope density variation due
to the cross section dispersion matrix. In tlis latter case
time dependent sensitivity theoryll has to be employed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An uncertainty analysis of the impact of cross section
data knowledge on the main neutronic integral parameters
has been performed for an ATW type system. Uncertainties
larger than those calculated for reactor systems are obtained.
T&s can be attributed to uncertainties of lead and bismuth
and transuranic dominated fuel compositions. Cross
sections for the (n, 2n) reactions do not seem to play a
major role in the uncertainty assessment. Similarly to what
has been done in the past for reactors, an experimental
program on a zero-power mock-up facility, like the MUSE
experiment 12 in MASURCA, should contribute to
significantly reduce uncertainties on integral parameters to
values that will be acceptable for an efficient neutronic
design of an ADS system. Finally, the recent availability of
neutronic cross section data files up to 150 MeV13motivates
a sensitivity study to data over the 20 MeV energy threshold
to assess the importance of correctly calculating the neutron
flux distribution in this energy range and the high energy
neutron damage for an ADS system. Similar studies in the
future, as the ones carried out in this paper, will be
performed for transmutation dedicated ADSS presently
under consideration in France.
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Table 1. Calculated Integral Parameters Considered for the Uncertainty AnaIysis

Parameter
CalculationType

km Max DPA=)Peak Power 0’ Loss of CoolantReactivity’) Bum-up Swing:

Inhomogeneous 0.96056 99.1 1.67 1.05 0.578% 10.60990

Homogeneous 0.95859 - 0.666% 10.781!7o

“) Max DPA on the fiel regionsfor an irradiationtime of 300 days of full power
O) Reactivity “~ation, ~XpresSedin terms Of-, due to the 10SSOfCOOkr22tin the fuel regions
P) Reactivity IOSSdue to a cycle time of 100 days of full Powr-

Table II. Cross Section Variances (in %) Applied in the Uncertainty Analysis

U238 5 8 1 5 15 30
~239 10 4 1 5 20 -
P&w, P&u 20 10 5 5 40 -

P#g, ~~z NPZ37,AmXT,An#s, Cmza 40 30 5 5 50 -

ITcW 20 - - 20 50 -
I 1 1 1 I 1

Pb, Bim I 2o1- -I2OI4OI1OQ

lFe5’. Fe”. C#2. Ni5’.Zr I2OI-I-I1OI15I-!

Table III. Energy Ranges where Complete Correlation has been Applied To Construct the Dispersion Matrix

Range I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6
Umer Energy I 19.6 MeV I 1.35 MeV I 498 KeV I 40.9 KeV I 9.12 KeV 1 454 eV
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Table IV. & Uncertainty Results for the
Inhomogeneous System. Results are
expressed in % of A&#&@

Table VI. Uncertainty on Peak Power. Results
are expressed in ‘%o.

Isotope a- Ofw v ci~ o% G*n Total
~239 0.304 1.135 0.403 0.001 0.021 - 1.242

Pb 0.204 - - 0.718 0.219 0.099 0.784

Bizw 0.365 - - 0.948 0.223 0.147 1.050

Tcw 0.675 - - 0.002 0.059 - 0.677

E@’ 0.305 0.281 0.207 - 0.022 - 0.464
p@l 0.105 0.613 0.427 - 0.005 - 0.754

Np237 0.336 0.090 0.034 - 0.006 - 0.350
Am241 0.489 0.111 0.037 - 0.080 - 0.503

Zr 0.365 - - 0.013 0.080 - 0.374

Total 1.176 1.339 0.627 1.191 0.342 0.177 2.267

‘%Q qm v ad cf~ crn~n Total

1.01 3.64 1.31 - 0.07 - 4.00

0.61 - - 2.04 0.87 0.31 2.32

1.03 - - 2.81 0.84 0.47 3.14

2.19 - - - 0.21 - 2.20

PtF I 1.02 0.90 0.68 - 0.08 - 1.52

Isotope

Pb

p# 0.36

a#=H=-
2.43

Np237
&&l

1.13 1.17

1.65 1.69, m

I - 10.27 I 0.28 I - 1.24

lTotal 3.81 4.2912.0413.50 I 1.31 ! 5.62 7.17

Table V. & Uncertainty Results for the
Inhomogeneous System. Results are

expressed in ‘ZOof A&/&

Table VII. Max DPA in the Fuel Regions
Uncertainty Results. Results are
expressed in Yo.

Isotope crew cffi v %1 ah, 0%2. Total
pu239 6.0 21.9 7.8 - 0.5 - 24.0

Pb 4.1 - - 13.6 5.9 2.0 15.5

Biz~ 7.2 - - 18.1 6.4 3.0 20.7

TCW 13.3 - - - 1.4 - 13.4

pu240 6.0 5.4 4.0 - 0.5 - 9.0

pu241 2.1 11.8 8.3 - 0.1 - 14.6

NP237 6.6 1.7 0.7 - 0.1 - 6.9
Am241 9.7 2.1 0.7 - 0.1 - 9.9

Zr 7.2 - - 0.2 2.0 - 7.4

Total 23.2 25.8 12.2 22.6 9.3 3.6 44.3

Isotope

* i

Total

1.247pu239

Pb

++

0.200 - -

0.357 - -

0.670 - -

0.762 0.211 0,098

1.001 0.220 0.147 --i

0.822

1.095

TCW 0.00210.060 I - --l0.672

0.469pu240

*
I

pu241 0.756 I

NP?37

Am241

++

0.335 0.092 0.351

0.488 0.114 0.387

0.361 - - ++=

0.006 -

0.006 -

0.013 0.083 -

0.349 I

0.502 I
I

--l0.371

2.3031.16711.346 10.63C 1.26010.33710.177
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Table VIII. 0“ Source Importance Uncertainty
Results. Results are expressed in%. Table X. Uncertainty Results on Reactivity Loss

through Fuel Cycle. Results are expressed
in ~. of relative variation Of activity.

Isotope
~239

v

:

Total

0.38

0.96

1.16

0.33

0.15

0.25

0.14

0.18

0.14 0.11

Pb
~i2W

0.17 0.42 0.04 # , *
Bi2~ 0.10 - - 0.19 0.01 0.07 0.22

Tcw 0.54 - - - 0.04 - 0.55

Pu~ 0.12 0.17 0.11 - - - 0.23

PW’ 0.12 0.74 0.51 - - - 0.91

Np237 0.56 0.09 0.04 - - - 0.57

0.29 0.44 0.05

Tcw 0.33 0.02

0.13 0.07 0.05

0.03 0.21 0.16

‘0.13 0.02

0.17 0.06 0.01

a0.20Zr 10.19 0.03

lTotal I0.59 0.19 0.07 Jf2J

Table IX. Uncertainty Results on Reactivity Variation
Due to Loss of Coolant in the Fuel Regions.
Results are in% of relative variation of
reactivity.

Isotope Gcq ah v Gd ah, 0%2”Totrd
pu239 10.1 21.9 7.4 0.3 0.5 - 25.2

Pb 26.7 - - 151.4 42.3 28.9 162.1

Bi2~ 40.9 - - 191.5 53.2 43.3 207.5

TCW 20.8 - - 1.1 1.8 - 20.9

PU2* 8.7 9.9 7.2 0.2 0.5 - 15.0

pu241 2.2 14.8 9.8 - 0.2 - 17.8

~p237 9.3 3.2 1.2 - 0.2 - 9.9

*m241 11.2 5.5 1.9 - 0.2 - 12.6

Zr 10.3 - - 12.5 3.7 - 16.6

Total 58.0 29.3 14.5 244.5 68.2 52.1 267.6
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Fig. 1. R-Z ATW Model and External Source Distribution


